About OWASP
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a worldwide free and open community focused on improving the security of application software. Our mission is to make application security "visible," so that people and organizations can make informed decisions about application security risks. The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is dedicated to finding and fighting the causes of insecure software.

OWASP Delhi Chapter is proud to host the first ever OWASP AppSec India Conference 2008 in Delhi.

OWASP Delhi Chapter was formed with the core objective of supporting OWASP’s mission to make Application security visible across Industry by bringing the different communities like Application developers, QA, Information Security, IT Managers, CXO's and others at a common platform. We are dedicated to finding and fighting the causes of insecure software. Everything here is free and open source. Participation in OWASP is free and open to all.

With over 300+ members and growing, OWASP Delhi chapter aims to be the largest OWASP Chapter in India. Chapter activities include monthly meetings, Application security workshops, seminars and other Appsec awareness activities for the IT community in and around Delhi/NCR.

Application security is simply everything involved in developing, maintaining, and purchasing applications that your organization can trust. However, application security is inextricably tied into almost every aspect of your organization's information technology, and can be maddeningly difficult to tackle.

Every application security problem has a root cause somewhere in the organization. It may be that the project didn't have the right activities in their development process, or it may be that the developers didn't have the right training, or it might even be that the team didn't have the right tools for the job. But every vulnerability is a reason to investigate, find out why it happened, and make some organizational changes.
Dhruv Soi - Founder & Director OWASP Delhi Chapter

Dhruv Soi is the Founder & Director of OWASP Delhi Chapter and is leading the application security initiatives since its inception. He is a regular contributor to OWASP’s ongoing initiatives and projects.

He is also the Founder & Chief Security Evangelist at CISAG and heads the Information security research Lab where he is responsible for analyzing and creating countermeasures for new vulnerabilities & attacks both on the network and application layer. Dhruv is also on the board of Torrid Networks (P) Ltd. as Founder & Principal Consultant, where he is responsible for planning and execution of Information Security & IT Infrastructure Management related projects. As a Principal Security Consultant at Ariose Software (P) Ltd., he is responsible for delivering product engineering and innovation to few NG security products being developed at Ariose. Prior to this, he worked with Fidelity Investments where he was a part of the global security team and was responsible for conducting security reviews of transactional and non-transactional applications of Fidelity Investments. He conducted risk assessment assignments for many vendors of Fidelity and also imparted secure application development trainings to more than 400 developers at Fidelity all across the globe.

Previously, Dhruv played a key role in SWAT (Special Weapon and Tactics) team of iPolicy Networks (acquired by Tech Mahindra). He worked as a security researcher and made a remarkable contribution to intrusion prevention system (IPS) product of iPolicy Networks lauded by the management team.

Puneet Mehta—Co-Founder & Director OWASP Delhi Chapter

Puneet Mehta is the Co-Founder & Director of OWASP Delhi Chapter and co-leads the application security initiatives. He also serves as a chief mentor and is responsible for driving and creating innovative ways to promote and contribute to OWASP’s mission of fighting insecure software code.

As a Manager and Principal Consultant, he leads the Information Security & Risk Management services, at SDG India (An MGL Company) and is responsible for managing and promoting the business in APAC region. He has over 12 years of experience architecting, building and integrating Enterprise Security Solutions and compliance frameworks for Fortune 500 clients. His cumulative experience spans across a very wide spectrum, from developing enterprise wide security framework, Securing enterprise web applications, implementing Secure Development Life Cycle, deploying identity & entitlement management solutions, building Compliance frameworks, Conducting IS & compliance Audits, implementing ITG framework using Cobit to leading Information security & risk management initiatives. Being rooted in building secure and compliant frameworks, he typically engages as an SME and trusted advisor to CXO’s, helping them standardize, centralize, and align IT initiatives with business needs. He leads these initiatives from concept to strategy, through architecture, roadmap and realized business benefits.

He currently serves on the board of ISACA New Delhi chapter as a Director and is a frequent speaker at various Information Security conferences and seminars. His articles have been published in leading technology journals, magazines and online media. He is also the guest faculty for various ISACA and ISQ certification courses and has been featured in leading CIO Decision and Information security magazine as an Information Security expert.

Visit us @ http://www.owasp.org/index.php/delhi  
http://www.owasp.org
OWASP Appsec conference

The OWASP Appsec conference series is dedicated to bringing together industry, government, and security researchers to discuss the state of the art in application security. This series was launched in the U.S. in the Fall of 2004 and in Europe in the Spring of 2005. In our initiative to make these conferences available worldwide, OWASP Delhi chapter is hosting the first ever OWASP Appsec INDIA Conference 2008 on August 20th & 21st 2008, at New Delhi INDIA.

Driving Factors

- Lack of web application security awareness and understanding in the industry
- Promote secure e-commerce
- Promote security Governance-OWASP standards beside ISO17799 and other standards
- Promote OWASP activities and initiatives in India
- Educate businesses, professionals and managers about the current threats to which web applications are exposed
- Educate businesses, IT professionals and managers to mitigate the risks associated to web application vulnerabilities
- Contribute to OWASP and help address future threats
- Recommend OWASP as industry/government standard in India

Promises to offer great lectures, presentations, Panel discussions and facilitated training sessions that addresses the Application security strategies, Framework, methodologies, concepts and terminology. Conference is focused on the organizational structures, mechanisms and frameworks necessary for implementing an effective application Security Program.

Live-Wire - a series of workshop/training events. An exciting opportunity to learn from world renowned application security experts and leaders. Workshops are case study based and include a mix of lectures/hands-on and demo’s covering every crucial aspect of securing your applications.

Don’t miss this exciting opportunity! Limited seats only

HacknoX - a Live Wire event showcasing world renowned Security experts and guru’s showcasing Application attack techniques used by hackers to gain access to your confidential data. Watch them exploit different application weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Learn what goes inside a hacker’s mind—the tools, the traits, techniques and the art of web application security.

An opportunity, you can’t afford to miss.....be there to witness the unseen!
OWASP Appsec India conference 2008

OWASP Delhi chapter is proud to announce the first ever grand OWASP event in India with a capacity of 500 delegates. The two day event includes -one day conference and second day dedicated to multi-track Advanced AppSec trainings/workshops encompassing live demonstrations with six different sessions on advanced AppSec topics to be conducted by most respectable Application Security Gurus of international repute.

Witness a great line up of national & international speakers

It's not what they do, it's the way they do it...

Speakers

They have spoken & presented at world's biggest security conferences including OWASP WorldCON, BlackHat, BlueHat, RSA, DefCON, MISTI, AusCERT, EUSec, InfoSec WorldCON, HackInTheBox, OSCON and others. They are also the authors of numerous best selling Application Security books & Articles. Kindly look at Speaker Profiles for more information

Nish Bhatta, Founder & Principal Consultant Security Compass (USA & Canada)
Dinis Cruz, Chief OWASP Evangelist & Co-Founder, OWASP Foundation USA
Jason Li, Sr Application security Engineer, ASPECT Security Inc. USA
Paulo Coimbra, OWASP Foundation, USA
K.K Mookhey, CEO & Founder Nile Consulting
Shreeraj Shah, Founder & CEO BlueInfy
Brandi Moore, Regional Director OunceLabs

Our Honored Guests

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, Data Security Council of India (A NASSCOM Initiative)
Mr. Mano Paul, Software Assurance Advisor, ISC2
OWASP Foundation Members

Audience

CxO’s, Sr. Management, IT Managers, Application Project Managers
Information Security Managers / Professionals / Security leaders
Application Developers / Architects / QA community
IT Auditors, compliance officers, and others responsible for Protection of information assets.

Industry Verticals

Software development & Product companies
Government Sector- IT Dept. & Research organizations
Outsourcing units- BPO /KPO
Banking, Insurance and Financial Institutions
Information Security consulting organizations
Information Security Organizations—Standard & Certification Bodies
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OWASP Appsec conference

The OWASP Appsec conference series is dedicated to bringing together industry, government, and security researchers to discuss the state of the art in application security. This series was launched in the U.S. in the Fall of 2004 and in Europe in the Spring of 2005. In our initiative to make these conferences available worldwide, OWASP Delhi chapter is hosting the first ever OWASP Appsec India Conference 2008 on August 20th & 21st 2008 at New Delhi, INDIA.

Conference Topics
“Application Security Trends & Challenges”
We’ve got some great topics covering entire application life cycle

OWASP Update-The story so far and beyond
Web 2.0 Attacks—Next Generation Threats on the rise
Building an Enterprise Application Security Program
The Business Case for Application Security

Fighting insecure code
OWASP AntiSamy Project
OWASP Top 10 Attacks & Countermeasures

Multi Track Training / Workshop Tracks (Second Day, Aug 21st, 2008)
Application Security Assessment—Threats & Exploits
Web 2.0 Security
Application Security for Managers
Advanced Threat Modeling Techniques
Writing Secure Code—Java-J2EE
Application Security Code Review—Tools & Techniques

Check out the Conference Training Tracks for specific module information
*Candidates need to carry their laptops (Wi-Fi enabled) for Training Sessions

*Limited Seats available*

The one day multi-track Advanced AppSec trainings/workshop is a Live Wire event showcasing live demonstrations with six different sessions on advanced AppSec topics to be conducted by most respectable Application Security Gurus of international repute.
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The OWASP Appsec conference series is dedicated to bringing together industry, government, and security researchers to discuss the state of the art in application security. This series was launched in the U.S. in the Fall of 2004 and in Europe in the Spring of 2005. In our initiative to make these conferences available worldwide, OWASP Delhi chapter is hosting the first ever OWASP Appsec India Conference 2008 on August 20th & 21st 2008 at New Delhi, INDIA.

**Why Sponsor?**

**“Support OWASP’s mission of fighting insecure code” - By Sponsoring this event—**

- Proudly showcase your commitment to information security—Display the differentiating Quality factor
- Gain visibility in the industry by promoting your company’s brand in-front of the right audience through right channel by sponsoring this event
- Get uniquely identified in the Industry as a Security savvy Organization—
- Adopt and Promote OWASP standards inside your organization— Make a difference
- Communicate Trustworthy computing in a tangible form to your clients— The business value proposition
- Proudly showcase & display your support for OWASP’s world-wide Application security initiatives
- Get recognized globally as an OWASP supporter
- Contribute to ongoing OWASP projects and get recognized as a contributor & Thought leaders

- Promote your brand – an effective and comparatively inexpensive way of advertising and reaching global audience
- Branding through out the venue—get uniquely identified as a proud event sponsor
- Separate Exhibitors area— Launch or promote your products and services
- Sponsor information on all conference marketing collaterals
- Connect and network with VIP delegates at our CxO Power Summit event (Invitation only)
- Interact with delegates from Corporate & Government sectors and build business relationships
- Learn what your competitors are doing

**Event Sponsors**

For sponsorship inquiries, kindly contact
Dhruv.sol@owasp.org
Puneet.mehta@owasp.org

**Event Partners & Supporters**
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